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Introduction 

In this era the network application are most likely 
used. The reason is simple all the applications are 
easy to use and they will save your time. Along with 
the network applications revolution is happing with 
network devices as well. Variety of network devices is 
available. This exponential growth is overloading 
network device resources. The solution to this 
complex problem is Software-Defined Networking 
(SDN). The SDN platform manages traffic loads in a 
flexible and more efficient manner by splitting 
software and hardware resource controls. The great 
thing about SDN is it directs traffic throw the 
network based on the flow to improve network 
performance by reducing network overhead. 

SDN enables network service function chaining, for 
example, where flows are directed through a series of 
network services depending on the traffic or 
application type [1]. 

     Packet Classification is the important step for 
identifying different applications and protocols that 
exist on a network system in order to improve 
network processing. In this research work focus is on 
transport and network layer processing. Routers 
process each input packet according to a predefined 

rule that the packet matches. The rule information is 
defined by the data and the mask for each 
dimension or field. The fields we considered in this 
work are Source IP, destination IP and port numbers. 
The mask represents the possible wildcard 
configuration. An action is associated to each rule. If 
the rule set is an Access Control List (ACL), the action 
can be “to reject” or “to accept” the packet. Figure. 1 
shows an example of an ACL rule set and an input 
packet, which matches against rule number two (R2). 

 

Figure 1: ACL Rule Set & Input Packet 

 

 

Abstract 

Software Defined Networks (SDN) allows to route the traffic dynamically in the network based on flow 
description. Packet header look up is important step in improving performance of SDN. There are 
many packet classification techniques available based on the application for packet header lookup. 
Packet header look up will improve network processing.  The improved network processing will 
improve performance of SDN. In this paper we proposed an optimized packet classification technique. 
This system will generate prefix match rule and range matching rules. It looks up each packet header 
and checks whether the given IP addresses are matching with the prefix and port number matches 
with the range given by user. Those packets follows these rules are allowed into network and others 
are discarded. This process will reduce network overhead and it will improve (SDN) performance.  
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Figure 2: Packet Classification Technique 

There are two different methods of matching 
depending on the header field for Packet 
Classification. The first type is Exact matching where 
in which input data is compared with a given data 
set. The second type is Wild card matching in which 
matching is happens with part of the data and no 
need to match whole input data. There are two sub-
types of Wild card matching. One is longest prefix 
matching that select the entry in a table of defined 
prefixes with the most matching bits. The second sub 
type is range matching where the entry between 
different ranges of defined values in the structure. 

Related Work 
Packet classification is must to achieve quality 
oriented services properly. This section describes 
traditional packet classification techniques. 

Mathematics Based Packet Classification 
Technique 
Some algorithms focusing on extensive mathematical 
analysis have been proposed in the past and some of 
them are reported to have excellent temporal/spatial 
complexity. However, algorithms of this kind can 
hardly be found to have any implementation in real-
life network devices. This is mainly because pure 
mathematical solutions often add special conditions 
to simplify the problem and/or omit large constant 
factors in the Θ (.) notation which might conceal the 
explicit worst-case bound [1]. 

Observation-Based Technique 
For real life applications, to achieve more effective 
solutions these algorithms describes the statistical 
characteristics observed in rules. These algorithms 
often work well with a specific type of rule sets. 

Because of diverse nature of packet classification 
rules for different applications, few algorithms are 
“smart” enough to fully exploit the redundancy lying 
in different types of rule sets to get stable 
performance under different conditions [2]. 

Hardware-Based Technique 
For packet classification, this type of algorithms 
based on application specific hardware. Hardware 
based solutions like FPGA/ASIC for scalable and 
high-speed packet classification, they suffer from 
poor scalability and portability. Hardware systems 
often require expensive design and production 
procedures [3]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as Section III 
contains proposed architecture. Section IV describes 
Processing steps. Section V includes Performance 
analysis and Section VI contains conclusion.   

Proposed Architecture 
In this approach two matching techniques are used 
prefix matching and range matching. 

Prefix Matching: In this type given 32 bit IP address is 
divided into two 16 bits plus wildcard bits mask. 
Every time when packet will enter into the network 
Source IP address and destination IP address of each 
packet is checked against rules in the table. The 
packet with maximum bit matches are allowed to 
enter into the network. Yet another level of filter is 
used on each packet.  

Range Matching: The accepted port numbers range 
is added into data base by user when packet 
matches with the IP Prefix matching port numbers 
are checked against the Range rule. Packets 
satisfying the rules are allowed to enter into the 
network. In this way network overhead is managed. 
This will improve network processing. 
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Figure 2: Packet Classification Technique 

Mathematical Model 

Mathematical model for this system is defined as 
follows:  
The System consists of network with set of rules and 
packets inside the network. The expected output is 
the packets which follows all the rules. In the 
following structure S stands for system which is 
Network. ‘I’ stands for input i.e. set of rules and 
packet parameters (Source IP, Destination IP, Source 
port number and Destination Port number). ‘d’ 
stands for function used to generate rule. O stands 
for output. 

System S= {Object Packet Classification} 

System S= {S1, I, d, O} 

R1 = {Rules, Packet Parameters} 

I = {Rules, Packet Parameters} 

d = function 

O = output 

I1 = V =>> Variables 

I2 = R =>> Rules 

Processing Steps 

1) Calculation For Source Address Range ( 
SARange)  Segmentation 
 
SARange from database,  
d1= select(SARange, IPsource)  
d2= splitSARange(SrclowerIP, SrcupperIP ) 

 

2) Convert IP address to int 
 
d3 =  convert (SARangeIP, int ) 
d4 =  Ascending ( SARangeIP,  Array) 
d5 = Select ( Rule_SARange, DB ) 
d6 =  check (SrclowerIP<= 
segmentStrtIp&&SrcupperIP>=segmentEndIp ) 
( take 1st SARange,1st rule and segment array ) 
d7 = result(true ) 
d8 = SARange=> (segment.Iterate, segments Array 
  length-1) 
 

3) Calculation For Destination Address Range 
(DARange) Segmentation 
 
DARange =  repeat (d1 to d8) 
 
4) Calculation For Source Port Range (SPRange) 
Segmentation: 
 
d9 = Select (SPRange, DB)  
d10 = SplitSPRange ( SrclowerPort, SrcupperPort ) 
d11 = Ascending ( SplitSPRange) 
d12 = Store ( Array )Segment Array. 

d13 = Select ( Rule,SPRange, DB) 
( take 1st SPRange,1st rule and segment array) 
d14 = checks (SrclowerPort<=        
segmentStrtIp&&SrcupperPort>= 
 segmentEndIp) 
d15 = result (true) 
d16 = SPRange= ( Segment, Rule), Wheresegments 
 Array length-1. 
 
5) Calculation For Destination Port Range 
(DPRange) Segmentation 
 
DPRange =  repeat(d1 to d8) 
d17=Find common rules (SARange, DARange  (SARange & 
DARange) = IP table) 
d18 = Findcommonrules (SPRange, DPRange 
(SPRange&DPRange) = Port table) 
d19 = Findcommonrules((SARange& DARange), 
(SPRange&DPRange) = FinalTable) 
d20 = FinalTable (ip, port intersection rule) 
 
6) Packet Based Rule Classification 
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I1= Classify(sourceIP, 
destinationIP,srcPort,destPort,protocol) 
 
7) Calculating Access (SARange) 
 
d21= Select(SARange, DB), where protocol is entered 
by user  
d22= convert(SARangeIP, int ) 
d23= Ascending(SARangeIP 

d24= Store( Array )Segment Array. 
I2=> d25= checks(sourceIP =>segment. Iterate until 
segments Array length-1. 
 
8) Calculating Access (DARangedestIP) 
 
DARangedestIP= Repeat(d21 to d24) 
 
9) Calculating Access (SPRangedestIP) 
 
(SPRangedestIP)without IP conversion = Repeat(d21 to d24) 
d26 = Identify (ValueIP table, Port) 
d27 = Identify (Intesectionvalue for port, IP) 
 =>FinalTable. 
D28 = Identify (Access => FinalTable) 
For recently added rule for identified segment based 
on above steps. For example: there 1, 3 are rules then 
3 is final rule. 
 
10) O => Display (Input values, Access) 

Performance Analysis 

 

 

 

Conclusion 
The beauty of Software Defined Networks is both 
data and control sections are separate. It manages 
flow efficiently. The performance of SDN is 
depending on fast lookups. Packet Classification 
plays very important role in improving performance 
of SDN. In this work optimized packet classification 
technique is used. This system makes use of prefix 
match rule and range match rule for packet 
classification. Estimated results prove that this system 
improves performance of SDN. 
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